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ISRAEL

By Howard J. Stock

After Liberalization
Liberalization finally opened Israel's door to international
players, but can Israel's economic growth prospects keep it open?

W
hile many countries suffered an eco-
nomic slowdown recently, many due to
global factors beyond their control, Isra-
el has grown at a relatively steady rate of
around 5% for the past few years, mak-

ing it something of a small but bright spot in the global econ-
omy. Up until last year, however, there was no direct way for
international law firms to participate directly in Israel's growth
potential. Then, on August 2, 2012, something important hap-
pened: Israel's Minister of Finance Yair Lapid signed a law
allowing foreign law firms to operate and collaborate in Israel.

This major step toward liberalization of Israel's legal mar-
ket wasn't a total surprise—Israel had been slowly relaxing its
regulations for a few years. The first foreign firm, Greenberg
Traurig LLP, opened an Israel office in 2011, and Berwin
Leighton Paisner LLP followed suit a year later. But while
liberalization formally opened the door to foreign law firms,
several significant challenges remain.

For one, "naturally, the new amendment comes with some
regulatory instructions," says Zohar Fisher, CEO of Robus

Legal Marketing, which recently hosted Israel's first inter-
national law conference. These requirements stipulate that
in addition to being a member of a foreign bar association,
the lawyer must also have five years' practical experience.
Qualified foreign lawyers must also obtain NIS 2 million
($550,000) of liability insurance. And that's just to provide
consulting services.

MORE LAWYERS, LOWER FEES
Then consider that Israel has more lawyers per capita than any
other country in the world, 585 per 100,000 Israelis, accord-
ing to a 2010 internal report by Israel's Courts Administra-
tion. Greater supply means legal fees in Israel are substantially
lower than those international law firms are used to charging.
Because of this, Israeli firms don't expect much direct compe-
tition from foreign firms trying to operate inside Israel.

"Foreign firms cannot, and will probably will not, com-
pete with domestic law firms for local legal services," says
Amir Zolty, partner at Eyal Khayat, Zolty Neiger & Co., an
Israeli firm that has teamed with China's second-largest law
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firm in April to create Yingke Israel in Tel Aviv. "They will
not be able to offer cheaper and better services in these areas
and in most cases will not have the local background neces-
sary for the provision on apt and cost-effective legal advice."

However, Zolty says that international firms will be able
to compete on cross-border transactions, including M&A,
intellectual property and international taxation issues, and as
consultants on foreign regulatory matters and international
dispute resolutions, services very rarely offered by domestic
firms because they didn't have the expertise. That's what gets
to the heart of the matter, adds Daniel Chinn, a partner at
Tulchinsky Stern Marciano Cohen Levitski & Co. "There is
an opportunity for international firms to provide non-Israeli
advice in Israel to Israeli clients. The key issue will be whether
the foreign firms—especially U.S. and U.K. firms—can make
their offerings financially attractive."

International firms would have to trim their fees substan-
tially to compete, says Shai Pines, a partner at Hamburger
Evron & Co., although he believes Israeli law firms may be
able to raise prices in line with their expanded international
service offerings. "We believe that foreign firms will bring
new winds and new trends to the profession and to the lo-
cal legal market. More expertise, better business approach,
standards and efficiency and maybe better pricing of legal
work," he says.

Everyone seems to agree with Zeichner Ellman & Krause
LLP Managing Attorney for the Israel Foreign Attorney Of-
fice Daniel P. Rubel's sentiment that direct competition won't
be the goal of incoming law firms because competition and
pricing would make it cost prohibitive. For best results, he says,
"foreign law firms should explain foreign legal requirements
and Israeli law firms should bridge any gaps by explaining to
Israeli clients why it is important to conform to foreign require-
ments and why the foreign requirements are different than the
Israeli requirements."

If that's the steak, Pines supplies the sizzle: "Israelis are well
educated, have plenty ofinnovation and an out-of-the-box way
of thinking, a promotional spirit and drive success with some
chutzpah—all these elements feed the Israel economy."

GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES
Israel is famous for its tech sector, but it also features a robust
pharmaceuticals industry, agricultural technology and a de-
veloping natural gas market. Israeli companies are also in-
creasingly looking overseas for growth opportunities, expand-
ing as far afield as Eastern Europe, Africa, South America and
South East Asia, which is creating workflow for law firms not
only out to those markets, but inward as foreign companies
seek Israeli investment. Israelis have also become major real
estate investors in the U.K., Germany and the U.S., which has
also provided a lot of work for international law firms.

But for all this potential reward, there is also risk. Israel
may be making strides into foreign markets, but its relation-
ship with its Arab neighbors remains strained—although no-
where near as often to the point of conflict as the media would
have you believe, Israeli lawyers say—and Zolty says there is
very little work done with the immediate neighbors. There
are no official commercial relations with other neighboring
countries, and when they do exist, nobody talks about them.
This may change as international firms move into Israel, so
long as Arab nations don't boycott those firms for doing so,-an
important consideration. "The Middle East promises riches
beyond imagining," says Elliot Lister, partner at Asserson Law
Offices. "Few firms would risk losing clients in Dubai, Saudi
Arabia or the United Arab Emirates etc. for the less lucrative
pickings Israel, and there are clients in-that part of the world
that would refuse to work with businesses connected to Israel."

However, while political concerns like this are a challenge,
Amos Konforti, senior partner at Shenhav Konforti Shavit
& Co. offers a rosier outlook. 'Adding investors from U.S. or
the E.U. is always helpful to build trust and better balance the
relationship," he says. "The potential spillover with neighbor-
ing territories is huge and, from a business perspective, is in
the best interests of a11. The general consensus, though, is
that most cross-border growth will come from transactions
between Israel and emerging markets in Africa, Asia and
Eastern Europe.

For those doing business with Israelis, there are some
important factors to consider. For one, Israeli business relies
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strongly on long-standing personal relationships—and that
extends to law firms. "One common mistake foreign law firms
make is that they think they can occasionally parachute in a
few lawyers once or twice a year, do some marketing meet-
ings and expect business to arise from those trips," says Joshua
Kiernan, a partner at White & Case. "Israel is a competitive
market and Israeli clients appreciate those who make a signifi-
cant and on-going commitment to the market."

Gerson Panitch, a partner at Finnegan, Henderson, Far-
abow, Garrett & Dunner in Washington, D.C., experienced
that skepticism firsthand. "In a business development meeting
a few years ago in Tel Aviv, I tried to convey that I was differ-
ent by explaining that I teach at Haifa University Law School,
and that I'm in Israel nearly every month," he says. "I said,
`Pm committed to the Israel market; I'm not here because I'm
visiting on a family bar mitzvah trip! The executive began
laughing aloud, telling me that just two days earlier, a U.S.
lawyer who was in Israel for his son's bar mitzvah, was sitting
in the same seat making the same pitch."

Konforti adds that Israeli employment law takes a little get-
ting used to for foreign companies, and Israeli businessmen
would quickly be turned off by what they'd see as price goug-
ing by non-Israeli law firms. For this reason, foreign firms may

find it easier to enter Israel via merger to create a convenient
one-stop shop, or via an alliance with a local firm.

EXPANSION PLANS
Faced with the threat of increased competition and enticed by
the potential growth opportunities, Israel's law firms are do-
ing their homework, Robus's Fisher says. "Local law firms are
currently more open minded to the possibility of mergers in
order to be able to compete. Many of them that are looking at
liberalization in other countries that allowed foreign law firms
to operate within their territory."

However, for now, the jury is still out. Panitch echoes a
common sentiment that Israel already has enough lawyers,
many of whom are U.S. trained and capable of handling cross7
border work. He also notes that the issue oflow local fees would
preclude many foreign firms from bothering to compete for
business in such a price-sensitive market.

Lister drives in another nail: Big law firms attract and re-
tain talent using profits per partner as a lure. Israeli lawyers
earn less, so they'd drag down the firm's average, making it
more difficult for the firm to recruit international law's ris-
ing stars. Add in the dearth of $l billion-plus transactions
and Israel may simply be too small to bother with, especially
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given the potential political problems that could hurt business

in Saudi Arabia or Dubai.

Rubel is also skeptical about whether liberalization will

shake up Israel's legal sector, but he's more positive about the

potential for growth. Rather than herald the age of giant in-

ternational firms in Israel, which he doesn't think will hap-

pen, or even entry by foreign firms, which Rubel also doubts

as they can't practice law in Israel without a license, a likelier

outcome would likely be facing the other direction: Liberal-

ization of Israel's legal sector will help Israeli firms seeking

business outside of Israel. "The Israeli market is now better

positioned to expand globally because there are more oppor-

tunities for relationships with foreign law firms who have a

permanent presence in Israel," he says.

That's already starting to happen, says Alan Sacks, head of

Herzog Fox & Neeman's international practice and Banking

and Finance department. "Surprisingly, to date the presence

of foreign law firms in Israel has increased our cooperation

with those law firms. Our own personal experience is that

we have received many more referrals from various law firms

which have established a presence here in Israel," he says.

In time, this cooperation will open Israeli lawyers' clients'

eyes to international opportunities, says Avraham Well, a se-

nior partner at Fischer Behar Chen Well Orion & Co. "The

presence of foreign law firms in Israel serves principally a

marketing role," he says. "It will make Israeli clients aware

of their ability to provide outbound legal services to Israeli

companies seeking services abroad."

Ultimately, liberalization will take a back seat to wheth-

er law firms—domestic and international—think they can

make a profit. It's possible that something like the niche skills

needed to service Israel's technology companies will give local

law firms an edge over foreign competition, creating a need

for international partnerships.

For now, it's just too early to tell whether international and

domestic firms will figure out how to overcome challenges

involving fees, market saturation and market size. But Isra-

el's prospects on the international stage free trade agree-

ments with the U.S., E.U., European Free Trade Association

countries and Turkey; R&D agreements with U.S., Canada,

Singapore and South Korea; and generous tax incentives for

foreign businesses—suggest they will, says Eytan Greenberg,

managing partner of Gross, Kleinhendler, Hodak, Halevy,

Greenberg & Co. "In the long term, it will also result in the

expansion of business activity in Israel in general, which

would increase legal work," he says. ■
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